Flash back over forty
years to a decade of
change and innovation
in the Canadian Rockies.
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Alpine Restaurant, Town of Banff 1967 Photographic Inventory. Photo: Ted Christensen collection

For many people it was “Shangri-La” – the best years to live in the mountains.
Ask someone who lived in the Rockies through
the 1970s, and they’ll often let out a contented sigh before inundating you with stories of their glory days. Yet, browse through
the history books, magazines or the web, and
the ’70s may seem like a dormant decade. This
remarkable era is largely kept outside our
collective memory. Instead, it is relegated to
private conversations amongst friends and
photo albums gathering dust in closets.
But hidden beneath all that hippie hair is
a sleeping giant. Awaken it and it will tell
you about a decade of enormous transformation and rapid change in the Rockies: of
baby boomers growing into adulthood, of

Banff developing into a year-round destination, of outdoor gear innovations hitting
the market, and of national parks policy
coming to a major crossroads.
Here we blast back to a decade that deserves time in the spotlight. To do so, we’ve
rallied the assistance of some of the region’s most influential historians, adventurers and storytellers. Sink into their
stories like you would into a groovy old
couch. Find long-lost treasures in the anecdotes, photos and milestones. See where
we’ve come from and let this be your guide
to what is certainly one of the most pivotal
decades the Canadian Rockies have seen.
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Rockies Timeline
3
1
2

Patton and Robinson
used a trail wheel to
measure distances for
the first edition of their
guide book.

1970

The Banff Springs Hotel stays
open for its first winter season
(1969-1970), thus becoming a
year-round resort destination.

1970

Fieldwork for the first edition of Brian Patton and Bart Robinson’s Canadian Rockies Trail Guide – the
first comprehensive trail guide of its kind produced in Canada – takes place during the summer of
1970 and the book is published the following year. Extensive measuring and documenting of longer
backcountry trails in 1976 and 1977 led to a much-expanded second edition of the guide in 1978.
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A SHIFT TO HIKING CULTURE
4

1970

Banff Summit News, a weekly
paper that once went headto-head with the Banff Crag &
Canyon, shuts down. The paper
was started in 1967 by Jack Gorman, Herb Hildebrandt and Jim
Achenbach. Banff poet-essayist
Jon Whyte started his journalistic career with Banff Summit
News, composing a weather
haiku for each week of the year.

A big change I recall from the 1970s was the shift from the horse-dominated backcountry culture of earlier years to the hiker era. New hiking technologies were emerging – things like
Vibram-soled boots, aluminum-frame backpacks, dehydrated food, light pack stoves – and the
baby boomers were all emerging from their late teens into their twenties. Canada was more
affluent and more mobile than it had been in the post-war years. With Banff being one of those
gap-year, road-trip destinations for young Canadians, many people discovered the trails. Patton and Robinson’s trail guide came out and suddenly there were even more trails to discover.
But I remember lots of conflict between hikers and horse users in those days because many of
the trails were badly shredded and muddy from horse travel. Some of the most popular trails
like Egypt Lakes and around Lake Louise were the worst. I’m not sure when the big capital trail
projects started – likely the late 1970s – but the rebuilding of the Healy Pass/Egypt Lakes
trail was very elegantly done. Most people today would have trouble picturing what a mess
it used to be.
The mountain parks developed some real trail expertise in those years out of necessity. At
some point Parks Canada made the wise decision to curtail horse use in the wetter soils and
more popular trails of the Main Ranges and shift it to the better-drained, less-travelled
and wider valleys of the Front Ranges. That was very controversial with the outfitters
at the time, but also evidence that the world had changed for better or worse, and the
hikers had won.

— K evi n Van Tigh em , conservation ist,
B an ff N ationa l P ark

author an d form er superi nten dent at

1 - Banff Springs Hotel Snow Festival, 1970. Photo: banffspringshotelstaffreunionwebsite.ca / 2 - Canadian Rockies Trail Guide, 1st edition. Photo: courtesy Brian Patton / 3 - Brian Patton with
trail wheel atop Shovel Pass, August 1970. Photo: courtesy Brian Patton / 4 - Banff Summit News. Photo: courtesy Dee Larosa collection
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5 - MEC canoe and kayak demonstrations, 1971.
6 - Bruce Macdonald and Eric Bidwell looking
for the approach to Mount Cayley, north of
Squamish, 1979. Photo: Georgette Parsons
7 - This van was the first MEC store, 1971.
Founding members Tom O’Connor, Chris
McNeil and Sara Golling with Friend (the
dog) on a two-week trek around the Bridge
River headwaters. Photo: Peter Jordan
8 - MEC Vancouver Store on 4th Ave, 1971.
9 - MEC Wind Testing, 1971.
Photos 5-9: courtesy MEC.

8

9

1971

On August 2, 1971, Mountain Equipment Co-op is created
with six members and approximately $65 in operating
capital. Today, MEC boasts four million members.

1 971
1971

10

Parks Canada abandons plans for new roads in
the national parks after a public outcry. “The
protests were spearheaded by the National and
Provincial Parks Association of Canada (NPPAC),
which was the precursor organization for what
is now CPAWS,” says Kevin Van Tighem. “Those
protests were really the beginning of a series of
public protests over development proposals which
ultimately led to the insertion of the ecological
integrity clause into the Canada National Parks
Act in the late 1980s.”

11

1971

The Canmore Mines reach their peak production,
with 333,000 tonnes of coal produced.
12

1971

13

14

Canadian Pacific Hotels appoints Ivor Petrak as
the new manager of the Banff Springs. Petrak
revolutionizes operations to better winterize
the hotel (and does the same a few years later
at the Chateau Lake Louise as vice president
of the Mountain and Pacific Region). Equally
notable is Petrak’s legacy of attracting a huge
market of Japanese skiers.
10 - "Rob Roy Room Opened," Banff Crag & Canyon, 1972. Photo: banffspringshotelstaffreunionwebsite.ca / 11-14 - Canmore Mines. Photo: Al Girard, used with permission from Canmore
Museum & Geoscience Centre
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15

16

“The Unsquare Cellar was
a youth drop-in centre and
“coffeehouse ministry” located
in the basement of Rundle Memorial United Church in Banff.
Established in 1965, it ran for
seven summers and became an
important hub of local youth culture…. Kitty-corner to the lawns
of Central Park – a favourite
hangout for hippies and transients – the Cellar also came to
be closely associated with Banff’s
burgeoning counterculture.”
Read more at
bit.ly/unsquarecellar

17

– Ben Bradley, historian of
Western Canada and author
of the forthcoming British Columbia by the Road: Car Culture
and the Making of a Modern
Landscape.

Read more at
CrowfootMedia.com:

1971

Peter Fuhrmann begins development of a new
rescue technique in the mountains, the helicopter
sling, with the assistance of pilot Bert Davies.

The Tentless Transients:
A History of Echo Creek
by Ben Bradley

1971

Banff’s Unsquare
Cellar closes its doors.
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bit.ly/echocreek

19

NPPAC Protest Poster.
Photo: Whyte Museum of the Canadian
Rockies M239-accn.1472

1971

A record-setting 80 feet (or 2,447 cm) of snow
falls on Mt. Copeland outside of Revelstoke,
B.C., during the winter of 1971-1972.
18

1972
1971

2,900 skiers buy a “Skifari”
package – a new offering from Air
Canada, in conjunction with Banff
ski resorts, ground transportation and hotels. The idea of a “ski
vacation” takes off. Just two years
later, almost 12,000 Skifari visitors
come to Banff.

In July 1972, the proposed 30-million-dollar Village Lake Louise ski
resort project in Banff National Park is turned down by Minister
Jean Chrétien after a public hearing process. The controversy
marks the first time that public opinion slows the progress of commercial development in the mountain parks. Concerning the proposal, Chrétien says, “In all our national parks we are confronted
with a fundamental conflict between the objectives of preservation
and enjoyment under the pressure of ever-increasing visitation.”
At this time, very little development had occurred in the lower
Lake Louise region, apart from the railway stations, a few hotels
and tourist facilities, and a service station.

15 - Cable Heli Rescue Training, 1975. Photo: Whyte Museum of the Canadian Rockies v190-I.V.A.ii-13-NA-04 / 16 - Hippies in Banff's Central Park, 1974. Photo: David Workman / 17 - Unsquare Cellar
Membership Card, 1972. Photo: courtesy Ben Bradley / 18 - The early days of ski packages in the Rockies. Photo: courtesy SkiBig3
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ON CH ASI NG CATTLE
by ron hallam
There was a cattle truck that turned over in the fall
of 1972, I think, and it was asked of the "locals" to
come and help round up the cattle. Three of us set
out and spent the full day chasing cattle around the
(then) Buffalo Paddocks, airport and Cascade Ponds
area. There may well have been some type of reward
offered for cattle brought in, I can't quite recall.
However, it is a moot point as we spent the entire day
and a good amount of energy, but never managed to
"herd up" a single cow. The moral of the story is “skiers don't make very good cowboys,” but the day out
was quite amusing.

21

1972

ON WORKI NG AT A HOSTEL W H EN
H I PPI ES PASSED TH ROUGH

Campers rejoice! The revolutionary self-inflating Therm-a-Rest mattress
from Cascade Designs hits the market.

by ruthie oltmann, from her book ruthie's trails

1972

Because I was a woman alone at the hostel sometimes
things bordered on getting out of hand. I could tell
by the sound in the Common Room when something
had to be done to curtail any potential shenanigans.
I would then pick up my axe, walk through the Common Room past the hostellers and out the front door
to the wood pile that was in full sight through a big
window. I always chose logs without knots in them
and proceed to whack them into smaller pieces until I
had an armful. I was pretty good at swinging that axe
and splitting the wood at one go. With my armload of
wood, and axe in hand, I would walk back through the
Common Room that was now deadly quiet. There were
no problems after that. No one was going to meddle
with a woman who could swing an axe like that!

After unsuccessful bids to host the Winter Olympics in Banff in 1964
and 1968, Canada gives it a third try in 1972. The bid is withdrawn after
environmental groups lobby the government, and Sapporo, Japan, wins
the games. Still, as Ted Hart writes in Banff: A History of the Park and Town,
“interest in skiing and new ski development fostered by expectation of
the games had let the winter tourism genie out of the bottle in Banff….”
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ON LOADI NG AS A LI FTI E
by chic scott

22

For two winters (1972-73 and 1973-74) I loaded the
Strawberry T-bar at Sunshine. There were long days
in the snow and the cold, but beautiful evenings and
nights at the end of the day when the skiers went
back down the hill. Often I would spend the night in
the lift operator’s shack at the top of Divide chairlift
with my little stove, star guide, and a pair of binoculars. On the radio you could pick up San Francisco.
23

ON RAISI NG KI DS DURI NG TH E EARLY DAYS
OF CANADI AN MOUNTAI N HOLI DAYS (CM H)
by margaret gmoser

24

1972

The Association of Canadian Mountain Guides
becomes the first non-European member of the
International Federation of Mountain Guides
Associations (IFMGA).

Once they started school I had to be in Harvie Heights.
I was basically a single mother because my husband
was a guide and ran the business, so he was away all
the time. When he’d come home the kids would go,
“Who’s that man?” In those days he’d be gone for the
whole season, almost three months or so. Now the
guides work two weeks on and two off, and it’s much
better for families. But, in our day, you just worked
when the season was on, and you took your holidays
in the off-season.

20-21 - Vintage Therm-a-Rest brochure. Photo: Cascade Designs / Therm-a-Rest / 22 - Tim Auger, Rudi Gertsch, Ernst Buhler and Dave Smith, full guide course, early 1970s. Photo: Rudi Gertsch /
23 - Continuing Professional Development on Rundle Rock, early 1970s. Photo: Rudi Gertsch / 24 - Climbing gear, early 1970s. Photo: Rudi Gertsch
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1973

1974

The Mica Dam, which spans the Columbia
River upstream from Revelstoke, backs up
Kinbasket Lake (then McNaughton Lake)
and floods the Rocky Mountain Trench from
Golden to Valemount.

Jon Whyte begins penning his weekly column, “Where Man and Mountain Meet” –
a fixture he’d write for the Banff Crag & Canyon some 800 times until 1991.

1974

Canadian Pacific Hotels opens the Chateau Lake Louise in winter for the first time.

THE CHATEAU LAKE LOUISE’S FIRST WINTER

25

In the autumn of 1974, CP Hotels opened the Chateau Lake Louise in winter for the
first time and a ceremony was held at the locked gate leading to the hotel. Pioneer Swiss guide Edward Feuz Jr., now living in Golden, was invited to attend as
an honoured guest who had lived and worked at the hotel throughout much of
its history. CP Hotel officials asked him to unlock the gate. When he did, they proclaimed: “Edward, throw away the key! The Chateau will never be closed again!” As
requested, Edward tossed the key off into the bush.
It was a long, dismal winter at the Chateau, which wasn’t adequately winterized.
And with limited visitation, manager Ted Balderson and the 170-member staff had
little to keep them busy. When spring rolled around, CP Hotels decided the hotel
would need expensive renovations and a lot more promotion before it could face
another winter season. Ever the wag, Banff’s Jon Whyte fantasized that officials
were calling Edward Feuz in Golden: “Edward, do you remember where you threw
that key?” The hotel didn’t fully open for a winter season until 1981.

1973

Glen Boles, Don Forest, Mike Simpson and
Gordon Scruggs encounter a grizzly at Lyell
Meadows, and are informally dubbed the
“Grizzly Group.”

— B ri an P atton ,

author an d i nterpreter of th e

C ana di an R ocki es
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1975

John Lauchlan makes the first ascent of
Guinness Gully in Field, B.C.
26

1975

Black Diamond’s tubular (and self-cleaning) ice
screw revolutionizes the sport of ice climbing.

1975

Once an international hotspot for ski jumping, Revelstoke hosts its last tournament, a
junior jumping competition.
28
29
27

1975

Parks Canada holds a ceremony at Bow
Lake and names Mt. Jimmy Simpson in
honour of the guide and outfitter.

1974

Rudi Gertsch and family start Purcell Heli-Skiing.

25 - A few members of the Grizzly Group in the Premier Range. Sketch by Glen Boles, reproduced with permission / 26 - Hans Gmoser and Rudi Gertsch on Bugaboo Spire, July 1966. Photo: Rudi
Gertsch / 27 - Peter Fuhrmann, Clair Israelson, Rudi Gertsch and unknown RCMP officer investigate an accident on Mount Victoria, early 1970s. Photo: Rudi Gertsch / 28 - John Lauchlan during
first ascent of Guinness Gully, 1975. Photo: Pat Morrow / 29 - Jimmy Simpson at Bow Lake, circa 1970. Photo: Eddie Hunter
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THE FIRST BANFF MOUNTAIN FILM FESTIVAL
30

The idea for an event that was grandiosely called “The 1st Annual Banff Festival of Mountaineering Films” was originally conceived in a basement suite in Banff during the spring of
1976. At the time, I was the chairman of the local section of The Alpine Club of Canada and
at an executive meeting that included Chic Scott and Evelyn Moorehouse, it was decided to
organize an event for the local community that would take place in the shoulder period
between the summer climbing and winter skiing seasons. And since I was newly employed
at The Banff Centre, I was able to bring the outstanding resources of that institution to
the task, more than ably supported by my assistant, Patsy Murphy. The event was promoted
from Golden to Calgary. The smaller 250-seat Margaret Greenham Theatre at the Centre
was booked and six films assembled in heavy 16mm film cans.

31

In the early afternoon of October 31, 1976, an enthusiastic crowd began to assemble outside
The Banff Centre and by the time the doors opened, some 450 people were clamoring to get
in. Luckily, the larger Eric Harvie Theatre was available. Projectionist Dave Hignall transferred everything over and the four-hour event unfolded without a hitch. As the event was
free of charge, a hat was passed around and some $250 became the seed money that launched
what is now perhaps the most influential mountain celebratory festival in the world.

1976

An enthusiastic crowd gathers for the 1st
Annual Banff Festival of Mountaineering
Films on October 31, 1976.

Writing in the Banff Crag & Canyon newspaper, local historian and cultural icon Jon
Whyte noted that “... If John Amatt can gather a program half as good as this next year,
he’ll have to hire security to handle the mobs.” How true! Today known as the Banff Mountain Film and Book Festival, the event now screens on all seven continents around the
world (including at the South Pole scientific station in Antarctica) and sells over 30,000
tickets during the nine-day book and film festival in Banff.

— John A matt,

founder of the

B anff M ountain Film Festival
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34
36

32

1976

René Boisselle and Arno Birkitt
ski the south face of Banff’s
Cascade Mountain, thereby becoming the first extreme skiers
in the Canadian Rockies.

1976

MSR is the first gear company
to incorporate pit zips into
their lines of rain jackets and
parkas.

1977

33

Climber and photographer Pat
Morrow reaches the summit
of North America’s highest
peak, Denali. It was the first of
the Seven Summits he would
complete by 1986.

35

32 - Pat Morrow on a winter ascent of Mt.
Athabasca north face. Photo: Jim Elzinga
33 - Dick Howe and Billy Davidson rescue
a climber who fell while off-route on Guides
Route, East End of Rundle, near Canmore,
1972. Photo: Pat Morrow
34 - Bernie Schiesser and Chic Scott on an ascent of Mt. Victoria, 1970. Photo by Johanna
Sandkuhl, courtesy Chic Scott
35 - Billy Davidson en route to working on
first ascent of Iron Suspender in CMC Valley,
1972. Photo: Pat Morrow
36 - Chris Perry on first winter ascent of
Mt. Huber via north face (from Lake O'Hara
Road), 1973. Photo: Pat Morrow

30 - Poster for First Annual Banff Festival of Mountaineering Films, 1976. Photo: courtesy Banff Mountain Film Festival / 31 - Poster for Second Annual Banff Festival of Mountain Films, 1977.
Photo: courtesy Banff Mountain Film Festival
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41

42

37

STAPLES OF THE ’70S: STEINERS

39

Talk to anyone who hung around Banff in the ’70s and
they’ll tell you about the Steiners. In addition to starting Summerthought Ltd. and the Banff Book and Art Den,
Peter and Barbara Steiner opened the still-famous Grizzly House in 1967. This was Western Canada’s first disco,
with Chinese food delivered through a hole in the wall
until the Chinese restaurant closed. Looking to adhere to
liquor laws that required food service in order to serve
alcohol, the Steiners and staff brought in their own fondue pots. A new Banff tradition was born, as were many
stories about the establishment (let the telephones at the
tables be your clue). The Grizzly House remains a favourite
for locals and visitors alike.

40

1977

The Burton snowboard is invented.

1977

Former guide and mountaineer John
Gow takes over management of Sunshine
Village from Cliff White.

1977

Kananaskis Country and Peter Lougheed
provincial parks are established.

38

1 977
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ON THE BANFF BOOK AND ART DEN

44

43- 44 - Ski Trails in the
Canadian Rockies, 1977
edition. Photo: Will Neufeld,
personal collection

by brian patton
After it was burned out of the basement of the Mount
Royal during the hotel’s fire in 1966, the Book and Art
Den moved to an old, false-front, one-storey building on
Banff Avenue where the Clock Tower Mall now stands.
The bookstore soon became the cultural hub of town, and
one that captured the mood of the times.
When Jon Whyte managed the store in the early 1970s, customers were greeted by a cloud of cigarette smoke as they
entered the store. And if their book selection was too unsophisticated to meet with Jon’s approval, they often received
a few subtle jibes while they handed over their money.

1977

Summerthought publishes Rick Kunelius’ Ski Trails in the Canadian
Rockies, the first backcountry ski guide to the Canadian Rockies.

1977

Jon was very picky about his approval of authors and their
books. One day in 1970, a middle-aged gentleman entered
the store and smiled at Jon.

The year marks the centenary of the signing of Treaty Number
Seven, an agreement made on September 22, 1877, between representatives of the Queen and several First Nations in what is today
southern Alberta.

“I’m really pleased that you’re carrying my book.” “And
what book is that?” asked Jon. He pointed to a recently
installed paperback dump-bin featuring the book Airport.
Jon sniffed and replied, “Well, we didn’t really have much
choice, did we?” Proving that even famous authors like Arthur Hailey were not above abuse.

1977

These Mountains are our Sacred Places, written by Chief John Snow, is
published. It “remains the only comprehensive history of the Stoney
Nakoda people from a Native perspective,” says Ian Getty, Stoney
Nation Research Director.

37 - The Grizzly House, Town of Banff 1967 Photographic Inventory. Photo: Ted Christensen collection / 38 - Banff Book & Art Den, beside the Cascade Hotel, 1967. They were eventually asked by
Parks Canada to paint over the hippie-looking f lowers at the top of the façade. Photo: courtesy Barbara Steiner / 39 - First advertisement for the Burton Board, 1977. Photo: supplied by Burton / 40 Burton Board advertisement, 1978. Photo: supplied by Burton / 41 - Burton Board prototype, 1977. Photo: supplied by Burton / 42 - Burton Board prototype, 1978. Photo: supplied by Burton
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1977

1979

The Alberta government releases A
Policy for Resource Management of the
Eastern Slopes to protect the watershed
of the foothills and mountain regions
outside the national parks. A 1984
revision to the policy would take a
less conservation-based approach and
focus more on the development and
extraction of natural resources.

1979

Gary Fisher and Charlie Kelly name
their new bike company “Mountain
Bikes,” and simultaneously name a
new sport.

1979

John Lauchlan and Jim Elzinga make
the first ascent of Slipstream on Snowdome in Jasper National Park.

1978

1979

1978

1979

Ray Jardine invents the modern
spring-loaded camming devices and
climbers meet “Friends” for the first time.

Construction begins on the gondola
from the Bourgeau parking lot to Sunshine Village (opens in 1980).

Doug Ward and Greg Hann ski the 3/4
Couloir at Moraine Lake. The next year
Ward and Kevin Hann ski the Aemmer
Couloir on Mount Temple. Ward goes
on to be the leading force in the sport
of extreme skiing for two decades.

Parks Canada issues a new policy,
informally known as The Beaver Book,
which puts an emphasis on conservation. The new policy contains what
appears to be the first mention of
“ecological integrity” in Canada. The
term is used in the background until
the National Parks Act is amended in
1988 to state the following: “Maintenance of ecological integrity through
the protection of natural resources
shall be the first priority when considering Park zoning and ecosystem-based management practices.”

Don Forest, who took up climbing at age
43, becomes the first person to climb all
of the 11,000ers in the Canadian Rockies.
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1979

45

47

Waterton Lakes National Park is designated a
World Biosphere Reserve.
48

The original Canmore Mines "Black
Friday" notice posted on July 11, 1979,
announcing the closure of the mines
just two days later. Photo: Canmore
Museum & Geoscience Centre

1978

1979

On July 13, 1979, Canmore Mines Ltd. ceases coal production, bringing the history of mining in the Bow Valley to
a close and putting 140 men out of work. Canmore’s No.
1 mine was opened in 1887. Locals feared the town would
falter with the closing of the mines, but in the early 1980s
it was announced that Canmore would be the site of
Nordic events for the ’88 Winter Olympics, kick-starting
its reputation as an international tourist destination.

46

Arthur Tauck (of Tauck Tours) convinces Hans Gmoser to host a group
of his guests for some hiking and
adventure out of the Canadian Mountain Holidays (CMH) Cariboo Lodge.
Heli-hiking is born.

45 - Heli-skiing in the Bugaboos, 1970. Hans Gmoser (back) is facing Jim McConkey. Photo: Eddie Hunter / 46 - CMH tour on the Freshfield Glacier, 1974. Photo: Eddie Hunter / 47 - Arthur Tauck and
Hans Gmoser, 1978. Photo: courtesy of CMH
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Shopfronts of Banff
Banff Avenue, Part 1

49

54

59

50

55

60

51

56
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52

57

62

53

58

63

49-63 - Shopfronts of Banff, Town of Banff 1967 Photographic Inventory. Photos: Ted Christensen collection.

Banff Avenue, Part 2

64

69

74

65

70

75

66

71

76

67

72

77

68

73

78

64-78 - Shopfronts of Banff, Town of Banff 1967 Photographic Inventory. Photos: Ted Christensen collection.

Historic Moments
of the '70s

ON THE U.I.C. SKI TEAM
anonymous
In the early ’70s there was a group who had settled in
Banff as ski bums. There was a large contingent known as
the U.I.C. Ski Team – that was a tongue-in-cheek moniker
for those who received what was then U.I.C. (Unemployment Insurance) from the U.I. Commission. Many were laid
off from local work in the summer and fall as winter
came on. Many relocated to Banff and collected their
U.I.C cheques so as to ski and kick back for the winter.
One day it so happened that Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau
was at Sunshine Village skiing. He had a bodyguard, but
this was a far less tense or nervous time. On that same
day, several of the aforementioned U.I.C. Ski Team members were also skiing at Sunshine. Seeing the PM on the
hill, the team skied by and one member stopped, shook the
PM's hand and thanked him for doing a fine job! Turns out
this member thought it a fine thing to have the cheques
coming for the winter while they skied until the summer
work cycle started up again, thus the thanks to the PM.

80

ON FEEDING HIPPIES
kevin van tighem
During the winter of 1969–1970, I worked briefly at the
Alpine Restaurant as a dishwasher. We used to save the
better scraps off diners’ plates (things like steaks that
were returned untouched because they were cooked
wrong) and after we got off work at 1 a.m. or so we
would take them across the street to the park beside
the Bow River. Hippies would emerge like black bears out
of the trees and converge on us for the free eats. Great
way to be popular with strangers! The town of Banff
was sort of a happening place for Canada’s hippies — everyone hitched through town at some point or another
and crashed in the woods for a night or two, or stayed a
season and worked in the hospitality industry.

STATISTICS: VISITORS To Alberta's mountain national parks: [1971: Banff 2,465,856, Jasper 1,365,604, Waterton 544,627], [2015/16: Banff 3,894,332, Jasper 2,26,072, Waterton 486,642]
STATISTICS: RESIDENTS [1971: Banff 3,219, Lake Louise 165, Canmore 1,538, Jasper 2,932, Golden 3,053, Revelstoke 4,965], [2011: Banff 7,584, Lake Louise 1,165, Canmore 12,288, Jasper 3,560, Golden 3,701, Revelstoke 7,139]

79

In Canada
1970
1971
1972
1972

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1976
1976
1976
1977

FLQ activities ignite the October Crisis, causing Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau to invoke the War Measures Act.
The federal government officially adopts a policy of multiculturalism.
Trudeau's Liberals win a minority government by two seats.
Canada launches the world's first geostationary domestic satellite, Anik
A-1. With the launch of A-2, Canada becomes the first country to employ
satellites for domestic communications.
Paul Henderson scores the dramatic winning goal with 34 seconds left as
Canada defeats the Soviet Union 6–5 in the Summit Series of hockey.
The separatist Parti Québécois becomes the official opposition in
Québec’s provincial election.
Trudeau's Liberals win a majority government.
Toronto's CN Tower becomes the world's tallest free-standing structure.
The Olympic Games are held in Montreal.
The House of Commons approves the bill abolishing the death penalty.
After 92 continuous years, Eaton’s discontinues its catalogue sales.
René Levesque’s separatist Parti Québécois wins a stunning provincial
election victory in Québec.
Highway signs change to the metric system.

81

82

Around the Globe
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1975
1975
1976
1977
1977
1978
1979
1979
1979

Apollo 13 safely returns to the Earth.
The Sony U-matic, a precursor to the video cassette recorder
(VCR), is introduced.
Eleven Israeli athletes are killed by a Palestinian terrorist
group at the Olympic Games in Munich, Germany.
Sinclair introduces the pocket calculator to the market.
US president Richard Nixon resigns over the Watergate scandal.
The Fall of Saigon marks the end of the Vietnam War.
Spielberg’s Jaws hits the theatres.
Pol Pot, the head of the Khmer Rouge communist movement,
captures Phnom Penh and becomes the leader of Cambodia.
High school students protest in South Africa in the Soweto Uprising.
George Lucas’ Star Wars opens in theatres.
Apple Computers introduces the Apple II - the first successful
home computer.
The first test-tube baby is born thanks to the invention
of in vitro fertilization.
The Sony Walkman becomes an instant hit.
Margaret Thatcher becomes Britain’s first female prime minister.
Mother Teresa wins the Nobel Peace Prize for her work helping the poor.

79 - Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau skiing at Sunshine Village. Photo: courtesy Brian Patton / 80 - Hippies in Banff 's Central Park, 1974. Photo: David Workman / 81-82 - Scotiabank Go Canada!
Post Card, 1971-1972. Photo: courtesy Scotiabank Records and Information Management Office
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Snapshots
Last chance to flash back...
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